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Foundation Flash Cartoon AnimationFriends of Ed, 2007
Whether you are an experienced Flash designer or developer looking for a guide to doing animation in Flash, or a novice to Flash who is looking for an effective way to create and distribute animations, this book will prove invaluable to you.  Covering every aspect of Flash animation, the book is a fast-paced yet thorough review of the Flash...
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Windows Media 9 Series by ExampleCMP Books, 2003
Videographers can harness the potential that WM9 offers to deliver high-quality video and multimedia via DVD and over the Internet. Illustrated examples and tutorials demonstrate the basic functionality of WM9 as well as the options available to advanced users who wish to design new applications with the software development kit. Professional...
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Modern Database Management (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006
STUDY.MODERN DATABASE MANAGEMENT WITH THE LATEST COVERAGE!  

	Complete SQL Coverage! Now two full chapters on SQL (Chapters 7 and 8) provide a thorough introduction to SQL, plus advanced material with examples.
	Internet Database...
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Legal Programming: Designing Legally Compliant RFID and Software Agent Architectures for Retail Processes and BeyondSpringer, 2004
"Thought-provoking and far-sighted, this book provides a detailed analysis of the legal issues involved in on-line business and how a new generation of electronic agents can help. If you’re grappling with these issues today—or if you just want to see what’s coming tomorrow—this book is an excellent place to...
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Ferroelectric Random Access Memories: Fundamentals and Applications (Topics in Applied Physics)Springer, 2004
      

In fabrication of FeRAMs, various academic and technological backgrounds are necessary, which include ferroelectric materials, thin film formation, device physics, circuit design, and so on.This book covers from fundamentals to applications of ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAMs). The book consists of 5 parts; (1)...
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Designing Social Interfaces: Principles, Patterns, and Practices for Improving the User Experience (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
From the creators of Yahoo!'s Design Pattern Library, Designing Social Interfaces provides you with more than 100 patterns, principles, and best practices, along with salient advice for many of the common challenges you'll face when starting a social website. Designing sites that foster user interaction and community-building is a valuable...
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High-Performance Web Databases: Design, Development, and DeploymentAuerbach Publications, 2000
IN THE PAST FEW DECADES, DATABASE SOLUTIONS AND DATA MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS HAVE SUPPORTED AN EVER-EXPANDING RANGE OF SOLUTIONS AND TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURES. 

There is no abatement to this trend. Many end-to-end Information Technology (IT) solutions in the current environment include access to the World Wide Web and integration with one...
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Motion Graphics with Adobe Creative Suite 5 Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2010

	Almost all motion graphics artists today use After Effects, Photoshop, or Illustrator to some degree in their projects. But how do they decide which tool is best for the job and how can they utilize the various components in the Creative Suite together for the most efficient and effective workflow? This book cuts to the chase and shows...
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New Perspectives on HTML, XHTML, and XML (New Perspectives)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	The New Perspectives Series’ critical-thinking, problem-solving approach is the ideal way
	to prepare students to transcend point-and-click skills and take advantage of all that the
	World Wide Web has to offer.


	Our goal in developing the New Perspectives Series was to create books that give students
	the software concepts...
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Database Systems: A Practical Approach to Design, Implementation, and Management (International Computer Science Series)Addison Wesley, 1998

	The history of database research over the past 30 years is one of exceptional
	productivity that has led to the database system becoming arguably the most impor
	tant development in the field of software engineering- The database is now the
	underlying framework of the information system, and has fundamentally changed
	the way many...
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Creating iOS 5 Apps: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011


	This book serves two goals: introducing new developers to iOS development, and educating

	experienced developers about the tools and technologies available in iOS 5. We will

	examine a wide range of subjects—some new and some old—covering everything from

	building an initial iOS project to submitting your app to the iTunes...
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Joomla! Templates (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

	Joomla! is one of the best known Open Source content management systems with many hundreds of thousands of applications in the most varied areas of use. It offers the best possible conditions for implementing a comprehensive and accessible Web presence. Thousands of extensions for almost any purpose are freely available. The developer and...
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